The treasury in the heart of
Bavaria
Bamberg is due to its unmistakable flair and its high-quality offer the
Eldorado of the German art and antique trades and found between
the large antique fairs in Maastricht, London, Vienna, Salzburg,
Munich and Cologne, a niche, and thus its place in the international
art trade.

Walter Senger's sculpture cellar with its large selection of Gothic
sculptures takes one's breath away. Here you are welcomed by the
saints, some of them enraptured and spiritual, others lifelike and
sensual like people of today. But also exquisite furniture, precious
paintings and wonderful arts and crafts can be discovered here.
Thomas Herzog shows in an impressive way how antiques can be
brought into a modern context. Classical modernism is also
represented here.

A tour leads from the Romanesque cathedral to the baroque heyday
and right in the heart of the city lies the unique European antiques
district. Nowhere else is there such a density of art and antiques in
museum quality.
All galleries are located in lovingly restored, listed, magnificent city
palaces. Here you will find a broad spectrum of national art and
international handicrafts from seven centuries.

Walter Senger Skulpturenkeller

Matthias Wenzel's specialities are late-Gothic chandelier females,
ceiling candlesticks made of antlers and a carved half figure. But
there are also Rococo and Biedermeier chests of drawers, silver tea
services, faience, mirrors, decorative boxes made of serpentine,
paintings and Gothic sculptures.

Christian Eduard Franke-

What is offered here corresponds in the most beautiful way with
the architecture of the Franconian Siebenhügelstadt, whose
testimonies go back far before the Baroque period. And it is always
a pleasure for me to present our great and so different art dealers
to the astonished guests.
This abundance of Baroque paintings, magnificent top furniture,
magnificent chests of drawers, sandstone figures from Franconian
castles, bronze sculptures, mirrors, tapestries and silver, fire-gilded
clocks and Meissen's ceremonial terrines is particularly impressive
at Christian Eduard Franke-Landwers - and every piece is
extraordinary:

Matthias Wentzel

I could introduce you to some more art
dealers, but I would much rather invite you
to come to Bamberg to let yourself be
inspired by the beauty, the wealth and the
incomparable flair.
Best regards
Fiona von Colberg
Fiona Freifrau Loeffelholz von Colberg
Managing Director Bamberger Kunst- und
Antiquitätenwochen
Courtly Pendule with Allegories
Paris, circa 1770/80

Rococo table clock
Johann Paulus Graf
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